Saved and Serving

Our most successful series of Documentary DVDs, Darwin on the Rocks which we filmed for the Darwin anniversary, to expose the nonsense about evolution, received great requests by churches and groups for 1000 copies of each for witnessing.

Recently such bulk orders have started again so we encourage you to think about you or your church getting bulk sets of our DVDs for witnessing distribution on streets or neighbourhoods. Special witnessing prices available for 100, 500, or 1000 copies. Take advantage of this and share God's works and God's Word to our society, where people increasingly know nothing of Christ as Creator, Redeemer or coming Judge.

NOTE ALSO the shell (above) - an AMMONITE found in YUNAN CHINA is buried with land plant material (small black bits), while the shell is 'polystrate' (poly means many..strate means layers). To find a deep sea shell buried with land plant remains is wonderful evidence of flood deposition, plus finding it buried crossing the bed layers (polystrate position) is more evidence it was all covered very rapidly. A closer view reveals the plant bits are torn, but not fuzzy round the edges, so they were not 'chewed on' by bacteria for ages before being buried. All this happened quickly! Flood evidence is everywhere.

“SEND 500 OF EACH PLEASE!” (a real request in May)

Our NEW SMART PHONE FRIENDLY SHOP STARTS THIS MONTH
www.creationresearch.com.au

TO SUPPORT THIS GREAT MINISTRY WEB GIVE CLICK DONATIONS
Our Canadian rep Martin Legemaate writes: “Pictured with John Mackay at the Canadian Creation Research Museum are two of the Museums keen supporters Sue and Bill Wright. Sue is one of John’s Biblical converts from a Canadian tour he did at the start of the 90’s. Sue shares: “The lights came on for her after hearing John’s presentation on Creation vs Evolution on May 19th 1991.” How does Sue know the exact date? Sue wrote: “My husband Bill purchased a copy of The Genesis Record by Morris from John after the meeting and wrote the date inside the cover at the time.”

Sue also reports that “Up until that time, I had one foot planted firmly in two camps - one that accepted the Bible and the other that accepted evolution. After all, as a diligent student, I had listened to my teachers and had no reason to doubt what they said. So it wasn’t until your visit to our Rock Mills Baptist Church that the dots were finally connected and I realized the presuppositions evolutionists held to when they interpreted the evidence. I also realized that believing in evolution meant that death and suffering would have been a part of God’s “good” world which also meant that death could not have been the result of the fall, which left the gospel with no foundation. I have not looked back since that day. I have had the opportunity to meet you on other occasions when you came to Canada, including a home school conference I organized when you stayed at our home in Dundalk in the 90s.”

Sue continued to study God’s Word and writes that today “I serve as an Event Planner with Creation Ministries in Canada (for the last 7 years), so I have the privilege of seeing the message carried to churches across the country that the Bible can be trusted from the very first verse as plainly written, and that being a Christian doesn’t mean leaving your brains at the church door.”

Our Museum Goal is to have a system of smaller regional creation museums across the globe, particularly in countries where the funding base is insufficient to support large tourist type museums. Thank you for your encouraging support.

Australia  USA  Canada  UK  NZ

Your financial support of our museums is greatly appreciated.
Web Give via www.creationresearch.net click Donations to support this great ministry web give click Donations
REAL NEED AND YOU CAN HELP - Go Fund Him

My name is Joseph Hubbard. I’m finishing my university degree in geology this month, and will be starting full time to do ministry and research around England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland. So I need a Van to do ministry for Creation Research across the UK! After four years as a student, I do not have any finance to even think about buying a vehicle suitable to travel around the UK, carry books, fossils etc.

Also we are bringing the Creation Guy, John Mackay, to the UK mid-August to mid-October, and we need to be travelling around the whole of the UK as efficiently as possible. Hiring a van for this is too expensive and UK law means only John could drive as I am under 25.

My parents have a long term friend and local mechanic who has offered to find and service such a van for us and estimates we need £15-£18,000 for a reliable vehicle to achieve this.

I will be going full time on 1st July, so I am needing God’s people to help me in this. I have opened a go fund me address www.gofundme.com/creaon-research-uk-van-fund

I look forward to your assistance in this and thanks in advance Joseph Hubbard.

STUDENTS REBELLING - WHY?
THE CLIMATE OF ENFORCED EDUCATION CHANGE by Joseph Hubbard

In 2017, I completed a paper for a university project on the rapid burial of fossils at Hunstanton. The paper provided evidence from abundant fossil data that the deposit and contents had to be buried quickly. It also finished with a brief allusion to scepticism regarding dating methods. This paper was marked and commented on by numerous tutors, research scientists, and professors and received the highest marks on any assignment I have ever completed – 100%! Comments from tutors and professors included; “Ground-breaking work!” “Brilliantly performed research, on a brand-new topic” and “Really focuses on major gaps in the literature and provides major potential for more research”. It was an unbelievable result, and I praise the Lord for it, and thank John Mackay for all the mentoring – it has all paid off!

As a result of the success of this paper, I asked if I could use it as a base for more research, to be used in my dissertation. My tutor agreed. Two years down the line, the academic climate changed…. I was assigned a new tutor who originally agreed that the Hunstanton project contained a lot of good potential and would make a decent dissertation project. But the major issue arose when the university changed several of its policies regarding geological studies....

ALL dissertation projects were standardised to help tutors mark the projects without any bias towards the student’s topic. SO students had to choose between an already-set collection of dissertation projects. But the worst blow came when the topics were announced.... ALL geology students HAD TO to choose a NEW dissertation project from either: Natural Hazards (i.e. earthquakes, volcanoes, etc.) or Past Environmental Change WITH EMPHASIS ON CURRENT CLIMATE CHANGE. EVEN students of historical geology (fossils etc) MUST connect any study on past climate change to claims of current climate change.

AND in a complete move away from doing real research, all students are encouraged, and in some cases told, to move away from on-site research and data collecting, and re-focus on paper-based research. In other words, going through previously published papers and basing new interpretations on old interpretations they had made...... Not so brilliant science that! (that was sarcasm for those who aren’t Brits! ) This makes a very important point – none of this ruling has anything to do with furthering science, and everything to do with pushing a certain political data free, God free climate agenda to students.

The entire next generation of students will have been pushed through an education system that stops them from thinking anything other than what is drip-fed to them by others. No real research is to be conducted which only affirms in my mind the issue is purely political. Students are being brain-washed with the religion that man has ultimate power to end the world, and man has the power to save it... And the student-led climate protests show that it’s working.

So what am I doing now? My new dissertation is on the supposed climate change at the Aptian/Albian boundary of the Cretaceous. Not what I wanted to do, but it is proving to be an interesting study, and I will certainly be using the research I’ve done to work on a Biblical explanation of the geology. Pray much for me though, as I still have a long way to go! And what of my “Ground-breaking” work at Hunstanton? Don’t worry, I’m not going down that easily! I will certainly continue to do research there, and praying that I can eventually get it published. This research has amazing potential for Biblical implications regarding Noah’s flood and rapid deposition, and this is where you come in! By financially supporting Creation Research, you are supporting the work and study I am doing as I move to full time ministry in July 2019.
AUSSIE MUM SHARES: “Read your new book with both my boys last night. They loved the talking dinosaurs and now they can't wait to visit Jurassic ark! I actually missed a couple of interactive moments the first time round, that my younger son picked up when I read it to him, which I think is great! It means they'll want to read it again and again to find more hidden gems.” Annette Spurr

12YR OLD YOUNG MAN SHARES: “Really cool and very interesting. Good that all the info is in 1 book and I love the comics. It's an easy read - but not babyish. A big Thumbs Up! It was really good that it's all about God too!” Signed ANDREW

LUTHERAN PASTOR STATES: “Great work and great promotion for the truth and for the Jurassic Ark Museum. Good answers for kids and adults alike. Loved it.” Pastor Peter long ago concluded an Historic Genesis is basic to the whole message of Christ.

GRANDMA WRITES: “You would not believe it, I was taking our 4yr old grandson to Brisbane today, and he asks "Why did dinosaurs die, Mmma?" and proceeded to inform me that it was a meteor! Thanks to reading your book so carefully this morning, I was able to immediately reply that no, it was probably because people ate or hunted them to extinction. And, we could point out the sandstone layers along the roadside and tell him about Noah and dinosaur skeletons in the rocks.” “Mmma Lizbeth”

PROMINENT AUSSIE EDUCATOR DECLARES: “I love the interactivity built into this book. You have done a great job of answering a number of the questions that many of the children will meet at school.” Dr Lance Alan Box PhD(Education), MEd(School Leadership), BED, DipPT(Primary), DipPCBM, Dip Biblical Studies(Honours), Cert IV TAE

UK MUSEUM GUIDE WRITES: “Wow! Excellent! There are several gift stores in the Natural History Museum and British Museum and my Bible tours have areas where they cross over. I would love to sell copies in both museums on the tours! I love the bold colours, mixing of different media types and easy to understand conversations! Great to see Richard Owen, and logical creation explanations. The book has a really friendly feel, and the artwork is exceptional!” Jill Baker Highly Qualified Mum

USA MUSIC TEACHER AND HOMESCHOOLING MUM WRITES: “My kids and I love What Happened to the Dinosaurs. The pages were beautifully illustrated, filled with fun facts about dinosaurs so that I didn’t have to edit or explain the "millions of years" and constant use of the word "evolution" most dinosaur books have throughout their pages. The story line and change of scenery kept my nearly five year olds engaged, while helping my seven year old remember good scientific facts about fossils that are in line with Scripture. I learned some new facts, too!” Noelle Luna M. Mus. plus 4 kids.

USA BIOCHEMIST STATES: “Great resource for parents to use with their children regarding the Flood and creation vs evolution. Many interesting ideas about how the dinos died out. Beautiful artwork.” Dr. John G Leslie USA PhD Bio Chemistry.

“All Things Work for Good!”

If Australia's longest serving Creation Artist Steve Cardno hadn't broken his leg, which put him three months behind, which delayed our new kids dinosaur book – we wouldn't have even come across the NEW INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGY which this painful delay made possible.

As God's Word says, "all things work together for good to them that love God and are the called according to his purposes” (Roman 8:28) The Lord God can turn the sad and bad onto blessing and glad for His name's sake, so learn to trust Him as a loving Father in the easy times as well as in the hard times. The Lord Jesus Christ can get you through the good times as well as the bad ones because he is a Sovereign Creator Redeeming Lord and Master. Trust Him in all things.

Pain worn Steve Cardno shown illustrating our new dinosaur book for kids and all the young at heart: "What happened to the dinosaurs?" Pray for Steve and his wife Sindy in their art ministry.

Our New Smart Phone Friendly Shop Starts This Month

www.creationresearch.com.au

To Support This Great Ministry Web Give Click DONATIONS
OUR WORLD FIRSTS CONTINUE

SEE SPECTACULAR NEW STUFF at JA OPEN DAY SATURDAY AUGUST 10, 2019

MEET Terrence Triceratops, who was recently donated and come and learn more about the monsters that God made even from our new Mural about how the Dinosaur became extinct.

GET your ‘Selfie’ –picture taken through the dinosaur mould.

SEE JA INTERACTIVE. By August 10 our new INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGY will be in place through Jurassic Ark. Bring your Smart Phone and you’ll be able to go on a ‘self guided tour’. Whenever you see the icon, you will see extra fossils, dinosaurs, or even view the Creation Guy sharing with you. One person or hundreds can do it at the same time, or different times. AMAZING WORLD FIRST.

WATCH our world first experimental setups, that are drawing attention worldwide as they ‘prove’ the fallacy of the evolutionist’s belief in vast amounts of time. Check out how great our God is who alone has the right processes to do things quickly.

VISITORS TO JURASSIC ARK – don’t just look -they get involved whether they’re touring on the way north, or teenagers from a youth camp! They can all get involved in the experiments being done, and see for themselves the evidence God’s Word is true from the beginning.

IN A WORLD FIRST EXPERIMENT we have grown limestone stalactites without using any cement in a totally PVC cement free construction. The 1cm long (2/5") stalactite had grown in one week and was tested on March 18th, 2019.

Dr Diane Eager proved this tite was made of limestone by using the old fashioned 3% hydrochloric acid test, which produced CO2 bubbles. And what’s even better, this experiment came to fruition just before we had to go to print with our now well received TEXT for TEENS – Tites, Mites and Fossil Fights, showing 'It is a young world after all!'

Thanks to all whose financial and prayer support enable us to do this research. Keep it up as it is really needed. Send gifts to addresses on back page or give via creationresearch.com.au DONATIONS

TO SUPPORT THIS GREAT MINISTRY WEB GIVE CLICK DONATIONS
Great news as the first two kids books we wrote sell out! Both are being reprinted with "Who made all the dinosaurs" being upgraded to INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGY as well.

Are you tired of kids just wanting iPhones or tablets so they can watch by themselves?

Our new INTERACTIVE BOOKS are designed so that parents and kids work together in reading. You can’t download the book on to any smart device, so you can’t use the Smart phone or tablet without the book. Use them together with your class or kids to interact with the wonderful works of God, and learn the truth of God’s Word from the very beginning. THE KID TESTS WE HAVE DONE SHOW THEY LOVE OUR BOOKS!!

Keep watching for our NEW INTERACTIVE Who Made All the Dinosaurs?

SCHOOL MINISTRY WORKS

John Mackay and Diane Eager took exciting specimens from Creation Research’s extensive collection of fossils to a school near Brisbane, where over a hundred primary students saw our exquisitely preserved fossil fish, shells, trilobites, and leaves. Some even got to hold real dinosaur teeth and excitement reigned. The fragile dinosaur teeth helped them understand that sharp teeth don’t make an animal a savage killer. It also helped students work out how big some fossil animals were. We had an hilarious discussion on how we too could become fossils, as students learned about Noah’s flood, God’s judgement and salvation, and how the Bible can be trusted to tell the truth about the world they see around them.


John Osgood, John Mackay, and Diane Eager spoke at a weekend seminar at Camira, near Brisbane with the theme of the real history of Australia. John Osgood explained how God prepared Australia for some of those who left the Tower of Babel, and how both ancient history and modern genetics show they migrated here. John Mackay followed this up with fascinating information from his personal experience of Aboriginal culture and artefacts which confirm the Biblical history of man. Diane gave two lectures: “From Creation to Canberra” and “Created for the Good World, Surviving in the Fallen World”, explaining how Australian plants and animals confirm God’s Word, which tells us that living things were created with brilliant design, have multiplied after their kind, but sadly have degenerated as the world, including Australia, has gone downhill due to human sin and God’s judgement.

Get this vital seminar to your area ... many Christians cave in to the world and don’t even know the real family tree of man.

TO SUPPORT THIS GREAT MINISTRY WEB GIVE CLICK DONATIONS
EXCITING NEW BOOKS FROM CREATION RESEARCH

FOR KIDS ‘What Happened To The Dinosaurs’?

WITH AMAZING NEW INTERACTIVE FEATURE
just scan the page with the icon on and watch it come to life.
See DEMO on www.creationresearch.net

What Happened To The Dinosaurs? Where did they go and why and how? Join creation experts John and Joseph as they lead inquisitive children on a true to life fossil dig to find the answer. Excitingly illustrated for family and school age groups.

Exciting storyline, as you discover what happened to the dinosaurs and you and the family learn to see things God’s way, in this Bible based adventure in God’s world. Beautifully presented 32 pages, A4 size, gloss card cover. A great gift!

Another exciting book from the Creation Guy John Mackay, on one of the most common questions we get asked by all ages. Great reviews home page www.creationresearch.net

IT’S A YOUNG WORLD AFTER ALL! - The facts are in!

WHY? Because one of the biggest attacks on Christianity and the Bible is the continued undermining of the six days of creation and all Biblical history, so people won’t trust Jesus Christ and his Word. But the evidence shows we are being lied to. This book is a needy weapon in this battle.

HOW? The global snapshot style uses a common theme to thread challenges together, so you don’t just learn what to think, but how to think. It’s as if John was in the room chatting with you, as he focuses your mind on the challenges of real research. It’s conversational – to the point – challenging – and sometimes provocative! John is joined by young UK geologist Creation Researcher Joseph Hubbard.

WHERE? Chief author John Mackay, starts in Australia and takes us round the planet using spectacular photos he and his colleagues have taken worldwide. You will love the locations and the undeniable evidence.

WHAT? In full colour, fabulous photos, exciting experiments and challenging discussions. 40 years of research on 40 pages in quality gloss bound cover A4 size.

$12.00 + $8.00 p & p

GEOLOGISTS, TEACHERS, PROFESSORS, PARENTS, PASTORS AND SCIENTISTS LOVE THIS TEXT FOR TEENS AND ABOVE

SEE WHAT THEY SAY www.creationresearch.net

ORDER FORM

Please send me ...... copies of both books $37 a set inc p & p

Please send me ...... copies of 'Tites, Mites and Fossil Fights' $15 ea plus $8 p & p

Please send me ...... copies of 'What happened to the Dinosaurs' $12 ea plus $8 p & p

Name: ___________________________________________ Date: ___/___/____ Ph: __________
Address: ____________________________________________ Post Code: __________

Please charge my credit card for $……………………

Visa □ Mastercard □ (Please ✓)

Card Number: ____________________________
Expiry date: __________ Signature of Cardholder: ____________________________

OR enclosed please find cheque for $……………. (payable to Creation Research Pty Ltd)

Web order from Creation Research www.creationresearch.com.au SHOP or phone 07 32064467 or Anne 0488 740 407 or email info@creationresearch.net

Mail orders to Creation Research P.O. Box 260 Capalaba Qld 4157
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